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SMARTECH is technology company focused on the people. 
It belongs to a holding group of companies with more than 
30 years of experience, which has been developing and 
creating innovative and sustainable solutions with products 
and services in the areas of technology for the Smartcities 
and Energy Systems. 

In the SmartCity Technologies, it has outdoor and indoor 
lighting, remote management control of public lighting 
systems, parking systems, electronic traffic enforcement, 
Intelligent traffic control systems, and security and video 
surveillance systems, among others.

In the energy part, SMARTECH specializes in generation, 
transmission, transformation, and commercialization, 
carrying out the corresponding assemblies and construction 
of generation plants, both renewable and non-renewable, 
high, medium, and low voltage transmission lines, 
transformation sub stations, power grids networks and 
intelligent lighting systems in outdoor and indoor spaces for 
organizational facilities.

All this is part of the daily life of people, cities and companies 
around the world, always seek to improve the quality of 
human life by encouraging the rational use of available 
natural and economic resources.

Learn about our solutions and invest in a better future for 
everyone, including yourself.

The tradition and strength of an international group.

SMARTECH is one of the main companies of GRUPO TECNO 
LLC, a holding company based in the United States, which 
includes several technology and Energy companies in Latin 
America.

The Group has renowned investors with businesses and a 
strong penetration in the public and private sectors of the 
countries in which it is present, such as the USA, Colombia, 
Mexico, Honduras, and Bolivia.
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Miami, Florida - USA

Bogotá, Colombia

La Paz, Bolivia

Tegucigalpa, Honduras

Guanajuato, México
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To Improve the people´s Quality of life through sustainable development, 
with integrative, creative and innovative solutions that use the cutting-edge 
technologies for Smart Cities and Renewable Energies, all this through a 
Model of Excellence based supported by an Integrated Management System, 
thinking about the future for a better world.

To be a Competitive and Sustainable World Class company, recognized 
in 2025 as the continental leader in Latin America, making innovation and 
Creative Solutions our contribution to Sustainable Development, in the areas 
of Technology for Smart Cities and Renewable Energies, always guaranteeing 
that future generations are assured of a better world.

Customer Orientation: Clearly understand and anticipate customer needs, 
creating and delivering effective, and efficient solutions that meet and exceed 
their expectations, satisfying their needs and / or solving their problems.

Excellence: Permanently manages its Business Excellence Model, seeking 
compliance according to its Integrated Management System (IMS) in all its 
processes and procedures, in its products, services and solutions in the 
works it executes, in the expected agility of response and in compliance with 
the obligations it assumes with its customers.

Research & Development + Innovation: Develop, create and offer cutting-
edge solutions through permanent innovation of technologies and their 
contracting and implementation models, which increase the quality of daily 
life of people in the places where they carry out their activities.

Lead by example: Work closely with other team members, planning, 
assigning tasks, influencing, and motivating its staff to achieve goals.

Teamwork: To have the ability and experience of all its human capital to 
implement teamwork, always seeking to achieve corporate objectives and 
Synergy to achieve the organizational Vision.

Respect: Being able to discern to create an environment and organizational 
culture of mutual and total respect, in which attention is paid to the quality 
of the intentions, attitudes, behaviors, thoughts, words and actions of all the 
organization’s employees in the development of its activities.

Commitment: To comply with the all the goals and objectives of the general 
Business Planning, its projects, and proposals, so that the commitments 
assumed are consistent and congruent with the reality the company wants 
to create.

Willingness to change: Accept and adapt to the change that is generated 
by the implementation of new ways of doing things in the organizational 
processes, to guarantee Business Continuity.
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SMARTECH is committed to total quality in all the processes of its projects and 
the commercialization of its services and after-sales attention. All its processes 
meet the standards of the company’s Integrated Management System (IMS), 
which is constantly evolving to satisfy and surprise its customers.

It is currently in the process of implementing its BUSINESS MODEL OF 
EXCELLENCE, supported by its Integrated Total Quality Management 
System (IMS) and certification according to ISO 9001 (Quality 
Management), ISO 14001 (Environmental Management), ISO 45001, 
(People Strategic Management, Health and Security at Work), ISO 
27001 (Information Security Management) and ISO 50001 (Energy 
Management).

SMARTECH’s ethical principles seek to guide its way of acting, guaranteeing 
the efficient realization of the mission and achieving the company’s vision in a 
transparent way.

These principles are defined as the set of specific policies and practices for 
the behavior of the company and of each and every one of its associates, 
officials, employees and collaborators, making clear the responsibilities of all 
in relation to others, respecting the law in the countries where the company is 
based (conflict of interest, protection of the institution’s assets, transparency in 
internal communications and with all the company’s stakeholders and ways to 
report irregularities), strict positioning against any eventual attempted bribery or 
corruption in general, beyond the loyal competition policies with its competitors 
and beyond  other articles that define the general ethical position of the company 
and its members in the market.
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Social Responsibility: Respond to the effects and consequences of the 
actions of its activities with the different Stakeholders, accomplishing with its 
MISSION in terms of improving the people´s quality of life and that Sustainable 
Development for the environment is fulfilled within all the places  in which it 
unfolds.

Behavior: To guarantee that the behavior of all its human capital is in accordance 
with the written and approved code of ethics for the organization, being 
responsible by integrating principles such as: (1) Recognizing and responding 
to one’s own concerns and those of others. (2) Unlimited improvement of 
the performance over time and the own resources of the position held. (3) 
Assume the consequences of their own decisions, answering for them to 
whoever may correspond.
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Respecting the environment is part of the essence of SMARTECH.

Our products and services are designed to improve the quality of life of all people, supporting the improvement 
of institutional capacities to guarantee the well-being of cities and communities contributing to the preservation 
of natural resources on our planet.

For this reason, SMARTECH passionately believes that its employees’ actions contribute to the awareness 
of other companies and people, on the importance of the rational use of energy and raw materials used on 
the planet.

In SMARTECH´s activities, it shows its concern and conscious posture regarding the preservation of the 
environment. A rigid posture guides its actions:

Prevent contamination in the source, where and when it is possible.

Develop high-tech products and services that have the least negative impact on the environment.

To conserve natural resources through the practice of recycling or other appropriate methods.

Ensure that its facilities and products are up to date with the regulations of environmental agencies.

To support, whenever possible, government agencies and official organizations that defend the preservation 
of the environment.

Provide your employees with a safe, healthy, and environmentally responsible workplace.

Analyze and review all its processes to determine the impact and significant risks, seeking to solve problems 
by means of the best viable technology available, having social commitment with continuous improvement.

Always preserve natural resources, preventing and correcting contamination in the source.

Ensure that its facilities and products comply with all municipal, state, national and / or federal legislation, 
besides complying with other applicable obligations.

Train your employees to exercise their duties and responsibilities, developing programs that promote 
everyone’s commitment to this policy.
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Solutions
SMARTECH seeks to combine high-tech products and services to generate solutions that 
minimize the initial investments of its end users, thus facilitating their access to the use of 
modern and differentiated alternatives that it offers in its different business Units, which are:

illumination

Industry, 
Infrastructure 
and 
Construction

Mobility and 
Fleet Control

Energy

Technology 
for Smart Cities
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n Lamps and luminaires for indoor and outdoor lighting. 

Software and Hardware for remote administration of 
Public Lighting (Tele-Management).

Projects of supplies and installation, operation and 
maintenance of lamps and accessories, as well as 
complete lighting or public lighting systems.
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In cities, interurban roads, highways, sports fields, monuments 
and buildings, adequate, efficient, and safe lighting installations are 
required, which must be also technically and economically optimal; 
arranged in a rational way in order to achieve greater energy and 
light efficiency, guaranteeing lower energy consumption.

SMARTECH’s task is to advise, design, provide, install, operate, 
and maintain lighting installations in a reliable and safe manner in 
all the aforementioned areas, applying the highest technologies 
and optimal project management processes.

It develops projects in a comprehensive way, covering the lighting 
not only of urban and interurban areas but also in sports facilities, 
monuments and in any other places that requires an ornamental 
lighting solution.

The rational arrangement of new luminaires with higher 
performance and luminosity with lower energy consumption 
guarantees luminous uniformity and energy savings together with 
safety and beautification of cities.

SMARTECH provides corrective and preventive maintenance 
services for Lighting and Public Lighting Systems in urban and 
interurban areas, complementing its technical services with the 
use of software with advanced technology that allows the efficient 
management of the maintenance of the luminaires, as well as the 
remote detection of faults thanks to the use of Tele Management 
systems of electrical parameters through networks of electronic 
controllers connected wirelessly to a control center.
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Intelligent Traffic Systems (ITS) apply communications and information technologies to provide solutions 
to mobility, as well as safety in vehicular traffic to facilitate the management and administration of the road 
network of cities and their accesses.

The ITS offer extensive information in real time on traffic conditions, maintenance work, accidents in 
certain lanes, congestion, traffic speeds or adverse weather conditions, through variable messages signs 
(VMS), alarms for accidents and delays on the roads and highways. The ITS systems control the traffic 
flow thanks to the processing of signals from multiple inputs, creating new traffic lanes, decongesting 
traffic depending on the time and the traffic density.

Various applications of ITS technologies use a variety of sensors that enable the activation of different 
automatisms, such as, for example, light signaling on the road or in areas where heavy fog can cause 
extremely dangerous driving conditions.

These sensors can also be used to send data to Variable Message Signs located before conflict areas, 
to warn drivers of near danger.

Other forms of ITS include special radio channels to obtain up-to-date information on traffic and mobility 
or publication of information on WEB / WAP portals reaching countless users through Internet and cell 
phone channels.

ITS also contemplates the use of “pay-as-you-go” technologies in “free flow” toll collection systems that 
scan an electronic tag on the vehicle or read its license plates by means of an OCR (Optical Character 
Recognition) allowing passage without delay, avoiding congestion .

The transmission of video for the surveillance of intersections, bridges and tunnels, incident detection 
systems and alarm handling and the use of loop sensors for detection of traffic situations are increasingly 
popular tools of ITS, which allow the control of the traffic from a centralized operational center.

All ITS systems are based on the powerful communication networks available, from fiber optic links, radio 
frequencies, GSM cellular signals and GPRS packet transmission to the most modern private wireless 
networks with global coverage.

SMARTECH provides integrative solutions in the field of ITS technologies in urban and interurban areas, 
such as:
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Traffic Lighting Control Systems
Traffic Guidance Systems.
Tunnel Control.
Highway Traffic Control.

Management and automation systems for toll roads.
Variable Message Information Systems (VMS). 
Priority Systems for Transportation and Emergency 
Vehicles.
Monitoring Systems and Video Incident Detection.
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To maintain the order of vehicular traffic on streets and highways, SMARTECH uses 
cutting-edge technology to provide high-quality and performance solutions to cities and 
urban and interurban administrations.

SMARTECH Traffic Control Systems and their integration to traffic lights and traffic control 
networks, provide road users and traffic managers with the information they require for 
decision-making thanks to the use of innovative analysis and preventive methods. 

As part of the equipment, it also offers Signs, Traffic Speed Indicators and the corresponding 
reading visible to drivers of cars, motorcycles, trucks, buses, etc., allowing drivers to 
compare the deviation with respect to the Maximum Permitted Speed, also indicated 
therein on the poster.

Traffic Control Systems are characterized by their versatility and ease of adapting to 
different configurations and systems, supporting many applications. They have been 
developed under the premise of providing solutions to the specific problems of urban 
traffic and their great flexibility allows them to adapt to the requirements of both small 
and large applications.

The System combines state-of-the-art modern electronic automation, communications, 
visualization, and supervision technology with specific traffic control programs, operating 
on a Microsoft Windows platform, which ensures great versatility by taking advantage of 
readily available Hardware and Software resources in the market.

This product is the perfect complement to the traffic controllers marketed by SMARTECH, 
interacting with high performance through digital communication networks.

It consists of a central connected to a PC and to networks of traffic controllers. From the 
PC, the operator can view the status of the different intersections and alarms, remotely 
access the configuration program of each controller, send commands, configure the 
system communication parameters, among others.
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SMARTECH develops and applies technology aimed at the electronic enforcement and detection of 
traffic offenses.

With a team of specialized professionals, SMARTECH uses cutting-edge solutions in computing and 
automation to guarantee the safety of citizens, drivers, and pedestrians, during their daily commute on 
urban roads and highways.

It has a line of electronic detection equipment to capture all kinds of violations of traffic regulations.

Both the hardware and the software that take the data and process the images, generate the documented 
proof of the infringement, adapting to the regulations of the country and the city where they are installed, 
serving this for the issuance of the corresponding fine or sanction to the offender.

All equipment meets the highest quality standards and is resistant to extreme conditions of vandalism.

Benefits

It contributes to the education of drivers and pedestrians and to raising awareness regarding the 
obligations and rights of road users.

It makes it possible to optimize the collection of fines through the identification of debtors of 
vehicle fees, fines, and taxes.

It contributes to public and traffic safety, since vehicles with cloned license plates are identified, 
the fence is closed to stolen or stolen vehicles and it monitors drivers and vehicles prevented from 
driving (without a license or with expired inspections).

Registers traffic infractions automatically and encrypted, inhibiting any attempt to fraud the 
system.

It generates important and reliable data on the flow of vehicles on the roads, which are tools for 
statistical control used in the planning of road control.

It allows the issuance of a just and incontestable sanction or fine documenting the infraction, 
since the characterization of the evidence is made through the images registered by the SADE - 
Autonomous System for Electronic Detection of Vehicle License Plates in Motion.

It considerably reduces the number of accidents, through monitoring the speed of vehicles, 
reducing public expenses, such as repairs on the roads, mobilization of road police, ambulances, 
hospitalization of victims, etc.
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Many metropolitan areas suffer from what is called 
parking traffic, in other words, it is the traffic caused by 
drivers looking for a free space to park.

SMARTECH offers solutions for this problem with a 
systemic vision: it combines standard parking systems 
and public or private parking lots with information on the 
guidance of public transit, with a hybrid system that uses 
multi-space Pay and Display Machines and payment 
platforms through mobile applications for public parking 
spaces, avoiding and reducing delays due to traffic 
congestion and reducing environmental pollution.
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PDM – Pay & 
Display Ticket 
machines

Pay by 
cell phone

User (via e-mail or WAP) 
pays for parking

Shops / charge credit / 
green card - parking

User (via 0800) 
Pays parking / 

call center consultation
Agent (via PDA) 
checks validity

Credit card validator

Gateway

Internet

PSIN

User (via cell phone) 
Load credit / 
Pay parking

Seller via POS 
Loads credit / 
sells parking

Agent (via cell) 
controls validity

SMS
Java Aplication

IVR

Cell phone 
operators

SERVER

User via web purchases 
and loads credit

Municipal operator via web, 
analyzes and controls the business

Control center, 
controls parking in real time
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The scheme of Concessions or Public-Private Partnerships has application in:

Concession Scheme

It stipulates a contract between the Municipality or state entity and a legal person.

It provides a comprehensive service, from the provision, construction, organization, operation, and 
maintenance of goods intended for public service.

It implies the taking of risks by the Concessionaire for the provision of the contracted services, in 
exchange for an agreed compensation.

It covers services infrastructure benefits, for a predetermined period.

A Trustee administers the autonomous patrimony of the concession or public-private alliance, making 
payments according to the obligations of this.

It issues guarantee certificates to the intervening banks that finance the initial investment, guarantee 
payment of policies, taxes, etc. according to the irrevocable instructions issued by the settlor.

Concessions or Public-Private alliances must have a positive social profitability which must be qualified 
by the Municipal Executive and approved by the Municipal Board.

Benefits of Concessions or Public-Private Partnerships

Traffic Enforcement

Parking Systems

For the Municipality or state entity: 
Real savings in operational management.
Less investment efforts.
Increases in collection or equity.

For the user:
Improvements in the quality or safety of services.
Diversification in services.
Works and services that contribute to urban quality.
Initiatives with relevant social content.

12
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travels on the roads and highways can receive information 
on how mobility always operates.

Said panels are installed on the main line of the highway, 
its collectors and / or at the entrance or exit of the 
highway, if applicable.

This information can be of different types:

Caution messages: They alert to the existence of an 
occasional incident and have the highest priority to be 
presented to the driver (accidents, fog, etc.)

Prevention Messages: Alert about the existence of 
repetitive incidents (congestion, slow traffic, etc.)

Information Messages: Messages related to safety 
regulations, announcements of planned tasks, data of 
interest, etc.

This type of message is the one with the lowest priority 
of appearance.

The information is generated in the Traffic Monitoring and 
Control Center, either automatically or manually through 
an operator.

As these are messages that a driver receives while 
driving at high speed, the messages displayed in the 
VMS must be short and concise, giving preference to 
pre-stored formats with standard messages, ensuring 
that the same phenomenon is always announced with 
the same message.
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e Within the Industry and Infrastructure business unit, SMARTECH develops 
comprehensive projects, which encompass a diversity of services and solutions 
in different areas, such as engineering, supply and installation, commissioning, 
operation, and maintenance.

Our concept of integral maintenance in the industrial area is oriented to the life 
cycle of facilities and plants tailored to the commercial objectives of each company.

Our integral maintenance management aims to minimize costs, maximize the 
availability of human resources, committing in all cases to the profitability of 
your business.

In the infrastructure sector, it develops projects for the installation and start-up of 
comprehensive security management systems through closed circuits of video 
detection, emergency audio and access control.

It also executes dynamic advertising projects using Full Color LED technology 
screens, liquid crystal, and cutting-edge technologies.

In the field of urban infrastructure, it carries out civil works, installation of electrical, 
sanitary, irrigation and industrial lighting systems; restoration of monuments and 
signage; landscaping with provision, storage, planting and transplantation of 
plant species; provision and placement of urban furniture in public squares.

In the same way, development, habilitation and integral maintenance of sidewalks 
or platforms, demolition activities, execution of subfloors and placement of 
mosaics in addition to the civil works associated with the project.
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n Guarantees operating savings at the security level to your needs, through the automation of electronic security 

systems (local and remote monitoring, Fire, Intrusion, Access Control, Evacuation, Tracking of Equipment, 
Products and Vehicles), control of lighting, conference rooms, telecommunications network systems, heating 
and cooling systems, Resource Management Systems.

All solutions seek and guarantee a better cost-benefit ratio for the business and its customers. In addition to 
being durable and upgradeable over time.

Through the implementation of technology, it provides security, well-being, and comfort in accordance with 
your needs, through the automation of electronic security systems, lighting controls, distributed and local 
Audio and Video systems, heating and cooling systems, Motorized Blinds Systems.

All our solutions seek and guarantee the best cost-benefit ratio.

Using devices and sensors, it optimizes the use of production, operation, and administration resources.

Provides and guarantees economic savings and tranquility in the processes.

Tecnología Urbana
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SMARTECH develops projects in general, covering a diversity of services and solutions 
in different areas. It carries out civil works, installation of electrical, sanitary, irrigation 
and industrial lighting systems. In the same way, it develops rehabilitation and integral 
maintenance of sidewalks or platforms, demolition activities and placement of mosaics, 
in addition to civil works associated with the reconstruction of infrastructure affected by 
various physical and climatic factors.
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SMARTECH will provide the service of analysis and laboratory tests to finished 
products, raw materials, environments, surfaces, drinking and wastewater, discharges, 
gas emissions, air quality, analysis of sludge, petroleum products, among others, for all 
type of industry.

In the clinical area, the company offers clinical laboratory services and extraordinarily 
complex testing services in Oncology, Genetics, anatomy, pathology and any other type 
of clinical examination or test.
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SMARTECH® makes SUPPLIES for any business 
or commercial activity related to the Representation, 
Manufacturing, Production, Distribution, Integration, 
Marketing, of Materials, products and equipment of any 
type for different applications in all areas of action, but 
mainly in the following headings:

Hospital Medical Equipment and Materials
Equipment, materials and supplies for health and medical 
care for ICU intensive care units, Intermediate Care 
Units, and normal Hospitalization, such as surgical, vital 
sign monitoring, forced ventilation, vital resuscitation, 
anesthesiology, and medical equipment. clinical 
laboratory, as well as clinical and hospital endowments 
of any kind, among others.
  
Measurement and Detection Equipment
Equipment, materials and supplies for the measurement 
and detection of alcohol, drugs and any other 
psychoactive substance.

Military Tactical Material and Equipment
Equipment, materials and supplies for defense, 
maintenance of public order, protection and security and 
integrity, such as: riot helmets, ballistic helmet, anti-riot 
shields, stun grenades, tear gas grenade, multi-impact 
grenade, ammunition defense or public order, pistols, body 
armor, protective coveralls, protective gloves, balaclava, 
gas mask, non-lethal carbine, bulletproof vests, armored 
vehicles, spare parts for defense and public order vehicles, 
and any other related product with this item.

Electrical, Electronic and Telecommunications 
Materials and Equipment
Technological equipment, materials and electrical, 
electronic and telecommunications supplies for Low, 
Medium and High Voltage, including the areas of 
Generation, Transformation, Transmission, Distribution 
and Marketing of energy, voice and data. Likewise, 
simulation equipment and automated tracks for the 
handling and driving of cars, motorcycles, trucks, buses, 
cranes, airplanes and light aircraft, among others.

Safety Equipment
Technological equipment, materials and supplies for 
defense and national security and border control.

18
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Endowment of Training Centers
Equipment, software and services for training centers and 
technology laboratories strengthening, including strategic 
alliances with national and international organizations to 
improve the quality of training programs, have an adequate 
physical infrastructure and technological endowment, 
in training environments, train and update instructors 
in areas of industrial maintenance, diagnosis, planning, 
programming, execution and control of equipment and 
systems maintenance in the Industry in general. Likewise, 
the use of equipment and simulation systems for teaching 
in the driving of vehicles, motorcycles, helicopters and 
light aircraft and airplanes, as well as the evaluation of 
users either for Driver Control, Training, and Instructors.

Supply of Products and Materials Derived from Oil, 
Gas and any Non-Renewable Natural Resource 
known as Hydrocarbons

Marketing, Import, Export and Intermediation of Non-
renewable Natural Products and Resources known as 
hydrocarbons, in their natural state or processed and 
/ or refined, as well as equipment of any type and size 
for different applications of processing and refining, 
transportation and distribution of these products.
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SMARTECH represents several vehicle production plants in China, Brazil 
and Colombia, offering a wide variety of buses, autocars and emergency 
units of all types, safe and comfortable with added value.

It also provides emergency and utility vehicles for the public and private sectors, 
guaranteeing the highest international safety and performance standards.

Ambulances, tank vehicles, commercial and customized motor pumps and 
special units, part of the extensive offer of a new company.

Likewise, research and develop innovative technologies with the objective of 
optimizing production mechanisms by establishing R&D processes focused 
on the client.

Autocar
Cars are recognized internationally for their reliable performance and fuel 
capacity. Each model of bus is adaptable to the demands of each client 
according to the capacity requirements of passengers, design of aspects, 
levels of comfort, etc.

Urban buses
Urban buses have obtained global recognition for their reliability and economy.
We offer urban buses adapted to work routes, conditions of wagons through 
which they circulate, the climate of the region, etc.

New energy buses
The buses of alternative energies belong to the new generation of ecological 
and economic buses in terms of energy consumption. We can offer units with 
electric batteries or traditional fuels.

School Bus
The autobuses are designed and equipped with special devices in order to 
guarantee the safety of the children during their visit to the study site.

BRT
The rapid transit bus (BRT) is an excellent solution to facilitate mobility in large 
cities and solve urban transport problems. The bus expresses a massive 
public transport system that helps to resolve traffic congestion in different 
cities around the world. We meet the requirements of our customers by 
adapting our product to the specific characteristics of each country, region, 
and city where they operate our units.

Van & Pickup
Lightweight (LDV) vehicles are the ideal companion to drive out of the truck. 
With its durable chassis, elegant style and comfortable interior, vans and 
pickup trucks offer a unique opportunity to advance your business.

Emergency Vehicles
It also provides emergency and utility vehicles for the public and private 
sectors, guaranteeing the highest international standards of security and 
performance.
  
Ambulances, tank vehicles, commercial and customized motor pumps and 
special units, part of the extensive offer of a new company.
 
Likewise, research and develop innovative technologies with the objective of 
optimizing production mechanisms by establishing R&D processes focused 
on the client.
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En
er

gy In the energy field, it performs engineering and consulting with high quality standards 
with compliance and responsibility.

It implements instrumentation and control systems, turnkey installations and operation 
and maintenance services for the transmission, transformation, and distribution of 
energy in high, medium and low voltage, as well as tele-supervision and communication 
systems in substations.

Regarding renewable energy, it uses modern low-power wind turbines allowing the use 
of wind and solar energy in practically all applications that provide solutions to homes, 
service stations, rural facilities and beaches, roads, among others, which generates 
user a great saving of electrical energy.

Its technological allies in China, Germany and the USA have developed high-tech 
equipment that is offered by SMARTECH in various kits to meet the diverse needs 
of users.

Regarding traditional thermal energies, it supplies and commercializes high and low 
power generation plants in simple or open cycle and combined, with the use of fuels 
such as natural gas, fuel oil, diesel, distilled crude oil and coal, among others.

Tecnología Urbana
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Electrical Systems Consulting
Feasibility of energy projects, especially in the electricity sector; Electrical and energy 
planning; Definition of sectoral energy policy; Non-conventional sources of energy 
(Renewables); Design of loss recovery plans and programs and ERU; Socio-economic 
studies for engineering projects; Environmental studies in infrastructure projects.

Engineering
Basic and conceptual engineering of electrical projects; Engineering of hydraulic 
generation projects; Detailed engineering in projects of high voltage and medium voltage 
lines; Detailed engineering in high voltage and medium voltage substation projects; 
Design of rural electrification projects; Short circuit and load flow studies; Protection 
coordination studies; Engineering of communications networks and active equipment.

Auditing
Construction projects for electrical distribution lines and networks; Loss reduction 
projects in distribution systems; Consulting projects; Telecommunications engineering 
projects; Electrical engineering projects in HV and MV; Environmental projects; Solar 
photovoltaic and wind energy projects.

Construction and Maintenance
MV and HV lines and substations; MV distribution 
networks and substations; Civil works for MV and HV 
lines, networks and substations; Communications 
networks (FiberOptics and copper) active equipment; 
Of energy networks and power support equipment 
for telecommunications networks; Structured cabling 
networks for voice, data and regulated energy; Of 
monitoring and control systems; Assembly of industrial 
plants; Solar photovoltaic and wind energy projects.

Testing and Commissioning
Individual, functional, group tests and commissioning 
of electrical substations in industrial and generation 
projects; Electrical protection networks; Power 
switches; Disconnectors; Voltage transformers; Current 
transformers; Surge arresters; Power transformers; 
Generators.
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Energy Services

Power purchase management:
Rate negotiation; Financial coverage; Regulatory framework advice.

Integral Energy Management:
Energy characterization; Base line.

Power quality:
Survey and update of one-line diagrams; Load curves for transformers, motors, 
busbars and electrical equipment in general; Measurement, monitoring and 
validation of Harmonic grounding systems in power systems; Active and passive 
harmonic filters; Reactive compensation; Analysis of events in power signals 
(Sag, Swell, transients, flicker; Rational use of energy RETIE checks; Energy 
quality studies; Energy optimization plan; Definition of savings opportunities; Self-
generation, cogeneration and Renewable energy sources Management integral 
energy based on ISO 50001.

Financial Structuring

Supplies
Of all the materials and equipment required in the maintenance and construction of 
electrical substations, lines, and networks; Of all active and passive equipment and 
the materials required for the assembly and installation of fiber, copper, and wireless 
telecommunications networks.
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t Design and implementation of sewerage and water treatment systems for industries, 
companies, and municipalities with surface treatment of metals, inorganic wastewater 
facilities, biological treatment and water treatment for all industries and municipalities.

The preparation of the detailed design of the facilities, supply of equipment, such 
as tanks and electronic panels, execution of civil works, installation and training of 
operational teams is carried out within the parameters established in the project.
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t SMARTECH & ENERGY SYSTEMS S.A.S. Through its Environmental management 

unit, it carries out the various environmental studies required for the implementation 
and start-up of any type of industry, project or facility, through the preparation and 
execution of monitoring, management plans, environmental management measures, 
environmental evaluation, environmental impact studies, environmental diagnosis of 
alternatives, preparation, management, processing and monitoring of environmental 
licenses and other required permits.

It also provides its services for obtaining permits in the areas:

Forestry (silvicultural management, forest harvesting and lifting of closures)
Water (prospecting and exploration of water resources, water concessions, 
discharge permits)
Atmospheric (permit and control of atmospheric emissions)
Geomorphological (permit for the disposal of materials, designs and ZODMES 
procedures)
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USA
Coral Gables, FLORIDA

COLOMBIA
Bogota, D.C.

MEXICO
Acámbaro, Guanajuato.

BOLIVIA
La Paz

HONDURAS
Tegucigalpa

BRASIL
Curitiba, PARANA


